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NEW QUESTION: 1
Primary storage is the:
A. Memory used in conjunction with real memory to present a CPU
with a larger, apparent address space.
B. Memory directly addressable by the CPU, which is for the
storage of

instructions and data that are associated with the program
being executed.
C. Memory, such as magnetic disks, that provide non-volatile
storage.
D. Memory where information must be obtained by sequentially
searching from the beginning of the memory space.
Answer: B
Explanation:
* Answer "Memory, such as magnetic disks, that provide
non-volatile storage" refers to secondary storage.
* Answer "Memory used in conjunction with real memory to
present a CPU with a larger, apparent address space" refers to
virtual memory, and answer "Memory where information must be
obtained by sequentially searching from the beginning of the
memory space" refers to sequential memory.
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Use the OneDrive usage reports.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/graph/api/resources/onedrive-u
sage-reports

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a Global Server Load Balancing (GSLB) Active/Active
environment, the connection proxy is used as the site
persistence method.

What is used to source the traffic when connection is proxied?
A. Virtual IP
B. Subnet IP (SNIP)
C. LDNS IP Address
D. Client source IP
Answer: D
Explanation:
Section: (none)
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://www.carlstalhood.com/global-server-load-balancing-gslbnetscaler-12/

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which protocol provides the real time request to the service
running on the CA?
A. OCSP
B. MAB
C. DOS
D. FILE
Answer: A
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